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Abstract
Computing the maximum bichromatic discrepancy is an interesting theoretical problem with important applications in computational learning theory,
computational geometry and computer graphics. In this paper we give algorithms to compute the maximum bichromatic discrepancy for simple geometric
ranges, including rectangles and halfspaces. In addition, we give extensions to
other discrepancy problems.

1 Introduction
The main theme of this paper is to present ecient algorithms that solve the
problem of computing the maximum bichromatic discrepancy for axis oriented
rectangles. This problem arises naturally in di erent areas of computer science,
such as computational learning theory, computational geometry and computer
graphics ([Ma], [DG]), and has applications in all these areas.
In computational learning theory, the problem of agnostic PAC-learning
with simple geometric hypotheses can be reduced to the problem of computing
the maximum bichromatic discrepancy for simple geometric ranges. In computational geometry, ecient computation of the discrepancy of a two-colored
point set is useful for the construction of -approximations of point sets. Finally
in computer graphics, the maximum numerical discrepancy of a point set is a
good measure on how well a sampling pattern captures details in a picture.
In the next three parts of the introduction we give the background and
present three views of the same algorithmic problem from the perspective of
learning theory (the minimizing disagreement problem), computer graphics (the
numerical discrepancy) and computational geometry (the bichromatic discrepancy). The subject of section 2 is Algorithm 2, an O(n log n) algorithm that
computes the maximum bichromatic discrepancy in two dimensions. Here, we
rst prove that that the minimizing disagreement problem and the computation of the maximum bichromatic discrepancy are equivalent. Then, we develop
Algorithm 2 working in one and then in two dimensions. In section 3 we modify Algorithm 2 to compute the maximum numerical discrepancy. In section
4 we give an approximation algorithm, and we extend our results in higher
dimensions.
Finally, we note here that we are using the RAM model of computation
([HU], [P]) throughout this paper.
2
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1.1 Agnostic PAC-Learning and the minimizing disagreement
problem
One goal of computational learning theory is to provide tools for the design and
analysis of learning algorithms that provide satisfactory solutions for real-world
learning problems. There are a lot of experimental results regarding the performance of various heuristic learning algorithms on a number of "benchmark"datasets for real world classi cation problems ([Min], [WK90], [WGT], [WK91],
[BN], [Ho]), but the set of learning algorithms that are examined in these applications is virtually disjoint from the set of learning algorithms that are traditionally considered in computational learning theory.
Haussler in [Hau] provided an important link between theoretical and applied machine learning, when he introduced a variation of Valiant's ([V84]) well
known model for Probably Approximately Correct learning ("PAC-learning").
The new model, agnostic PAC-learning, provides an adequate format for the
generic formulation of real-life classi cation problems. The shortcoming of the
original PAC-learning model of Valiant is that it relies on the assumption that
the labels of the training examples arise from a target concept with an apriori
known speci c simple structure, an assumption rarely met in practice. Valiant
later extended the basic model to include the possibility that some labels come
from noise rather than from the target concept. However, so far positive learning results in this model have been proven only under the assumption that the
noise is of speci c structure ([AL], [KS]) or that the percentage of the noisy
labels is very small in comparison to the desired error bound  of the learner.
In the agnostic PAC-learning model of Haussler we assume that the learner
gets a sequence of training examples, each consisting of an instance x 2 X and
an outcome (we will also call it a label) y 2 Y . The sets X and Y are arbitrary
sets, called instance space and outcome space respectively. However for the
most part of this paper we will set Y = f0; 1g. The examples are generated
according to an arbitrary distribution D on X  Y unknown to the learner. In
a real-world application, D may simply re ect the distribution of data as they
occur in nature (possibly including contradictions, i.e. for some x 2 X both
hx; 0i and hx; 1i may occur as examples) without assuming that the labels are
generated by any rule. The learner is also given a set H of hypotheses. Each
hypothesis H 2 H is a function from X to f0; 1g, and we will also call it a
decision rule. The true error ErrorD (H ) of a hypothesis H is:
ErrorD (H ) = Ehx;bi2D (jH (x) ? bj)
or in other words, the probability that H fails to predict the label b of an
example hx; bi drawn according to D.
The goal of the learner is to compute, for given parameters ;  > 0, a
hypothesis H  2 H whose true error ErrorD (H ) is with probability at least
1 ?  not larger than  + inf H 2H ErrorD (H ).
To achieve this goal, the learner is allowed to specify a minimum size m(;  )
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for the training sequence. So the input for the computation of H  by the
learner is a training sequence T of at least m(;  ) examples that are drawn
from X  f0; 1g according to D. This input T may be atypical for the actual
distribution D, so we allow the learner to fail with probability at most  .
A learner which can carry out this task for any distribution D over X 
f0; 1g is called an ecient agnostic PAC-learner for hypothesis class H if its
sample bound m(;  ) and its number of computation steps can be bounded by
a polynomial in the parameters involved (in particular in 1= and 1= ).
For a given training sequence T = fhxi; biij1  i  ng and hypothesis H ,
we de ne the empirical error:
ErrorT (H ) = jfij(hxi; bii 2 T ) ^ (H (xi) 6= bi)gj=n
that is, the number of positive (labeled 1) examples outside of H plus the
number of negative (labeled 0) examples inside H over the size of the set.
The empirical error measures how well a hypothesis predicts D for the given
training sequence. The following two uniform convergence results provide a
connection ( rst given by Haussler, [Hau]) between the required size of the
training sequence and the di erence of true and empirical errors. They say
that we can bound the di erence between the true error and the empirical error
(with high probability) if we pick a large enough training sequence at random.
Thus, if we have a random training sequence large enough, we can compute the
empirical error of any H 2 H and obtain in this way a good approximation of
the true error. The rst result is applicable when the set H is nite, and the
second when it has a nite VC-dimension.
1. Theorem 1 in [Hau] states that for any sample T with at least m(;  ) =
(ln jHj + ln(2= ))=(2 ) examples drawn with regard to some arbitrary
distribution D over X  f0; 1g, the following holds with probability at
least 1 ?  :
8H 2 H (jErrorT (H ) ? ErrorD (H )j  )
2

2. A recent result by Talagrand ([T], which slightly improves [Hau]) implies
that under some rather harmless measurability conditions, the same claim
holds for

m(; ) = (VCdim(H)(ln K + ln ln 2K + ln(1=) + ln(1=))=(2 )
2

where VCdim(H) is the VC-dimension of H, and K is some absolute
constant that is conjectured to be not larger than 1000.
These results show that in order to prove a positive result for ecient agnostic PAC-learning with a speci c hypothesis class H  2X of bounded VCdimension, it suces to design an ecient algorithm for a related nite optimization problem, for which an ecient solution is also very desirable from
the point of view of applied machine learning: the minimizing disagreement
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problem for H. This is the problem of computing, for any given nite training
sequence T of labeled points, some hypothesis H 2 H whose empirical error is
minimal among all hypotheses in H . An algorithm that solves the minimizing
disagreement problem for H is, together with the bounds for the minimum number of training examples given above, an agnostic PAC-learner for hypothesis
class H. By the same reasoning, an ecient  -approximation algorithm for the
minimizing disagreement problem for H can produce a hypothesis H with true
error up to  +  from the optimal.
It should be pointed out that it has been shown in [KSS] that for any
hypothesis class H, the existence of an ecient algorithm for the minimizing
disagreement problem for H is in fact also a necessary condition for ecient
agnostic PAC-learning with hypothesis class H. There are cases where the minimizing disagreement problem, and therefore ecient agnostic PAC-learning, is
very hard. For example it is NP-hard to solve the problem for the class of
monomials ([KSS]) and halfspaces in arbitrary dimensions ([HSV]).
In this paper we look at the minimizing disagreement problem when the class
of hypotheses is the set R of axis aligned, but otherwise arbitrary, rectangles.
A rectangular hypothesis R 2 R de nes a natural function from X to f0; 1g.
R(x) = 1 if x lies in the interior of R, and R(x) = 0 otherwise. The problem is,
given a labeled training sequence T (in two dimensions), nd the rectangular
hypothesis R that minimizes the empirical error (Fig. 1):
1

1

min ErrorT (R)

R2R

In the following sections we give a relatively fast polynomial solution to this
problem. It is easy to show that the VC dimension of R is nite (see x1.3) and
therefore our algorithm gives an ecient agnostic PAC-learner for rectangular
hypotheses. We also consider related minimizing disagreement problems, in
particular for the union of two disjoint rectangles, the complement of rectangles
and unions of rectangles, and halfspaces in low dimensions.
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Figure 1: The hypothesis A minimizes the empirical error for the point set
shown (circles are labeled 1, and squares are labeled 0, A fails to predict the
lled point).
Simple hypotheses classes of this type have turned out to be quite interesting from the point of view of applied machine learning. Weiss et al. ([WK90],
[WGT], [WK91]) have shown through experiments that for many of the standard benchmark datasets a short rule that depends on only two of the attributes,
and which is a boolean combination of expressions of the form \aj > c" or
\aj = c", provides the best available prediction-rule. For example it is reported
by Weiss et al. ([WK91]) that for their appendicitis dataset the complement
of a rectangle (in 2 of the 8 attributes of the particular dataset) is the prediction rule that performs best. Finally we would like to point out that optimal
hypotheses of a simple type like the ones considered in this paper have the
additional advantage that they provide a human user valuable heuristic insight
into the structure of a real-world learning problem. Our goal is to contribute
tools for the design of algorithms that compute optimal prediction rules of this
kind.

1.2 Numerical discrepancy and sampling patterns in graphics
The importance of the sampling technique in computer graphics is clearly
demonstrated in the following examples.
The synthesis of realistic images of scenes is one of the most important
applications of computer graphics. Often the method of choice to produce the
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image of a computer modeled scene is ray tracing. In ray tracing's basic form
we nd the value of each pixel by sampling the radiance at a set of points in
the area of the pixel. For each sample we cast a ray in the computer modeling
scene and we try to trace it to light sources. The value of the pixel is then
computed from a combination, typically averaging, of the value of the samples.
In distributed ray tracing we are sampling in higher dimensions to produce
other e ects, for example motion blurring or depth of view perception. The
idea in ray tracing is to nd an approximate solution of the rendering equation,
an integral equation derived by [Ka]. Instead of solving the continuous problem,
we solve a approximate discrete version by using a set of samples. The error
in this approximation, and consequently the quality of the picture, depends on
how well the sampling point set approximates the area function. Therefore the
error depends both both on the size and the quality of the sampling point set.
One of the most general ways of attacking antialiasing is supersampling. In
this approach we sample the picture at a rate much higher than the pixel rate.
So there are many samples (called supersamples) in each pixel, and to compute
the pixel values we resample by averaging the supersamples within each pixel
area. If we de ne the points we are sampling using a uniform pattern we get
very visible aliasing artifacts like the Moire patterns. Therefore a stochastic
or a semi-random point set is preferable because it produces less prominent
random noise.
A number of di erent approaches have been proposed to nd good quality
sampling patterns. [Mit] (see also [DM]) includes an extensive search for good
patterns, and shows that their use is important in practice. For example, one
approach is to use sampling patterns with high frequency spectrum. These
patterns drive aliasing noise to higher frequencies, where it is less visible, and
can be reduced with supersampling. One promising approach is the application
of the theory of discrepancy or irregularities of distribution, introduced by [BC],
and applied to computer graphics rst by [S] and [N92]. The discrepancy theory
focuses on the problem of approximating one measure (typically a continuous
one) with another (typically a discrete one). It's main application is in Quasi
Monte-Carlo numerical integration, where we use a point set in order to apply
nite-element techniques ([N78]).
In our graphics applications we want to approximate the area function (or
a weighted area function) and our objective is to nd a sampling pattern that
provides good coverage for all kinds of images. Assume that we have a sample
set S of points in [0; 1]d. Let F be a family of regions in [0; 1]d. For any region
R in F , let (R) be the Euclidian measure of R \ [0; 1]d (the area of R), and
S (R) be the discrete measure jR \ S j=jS j (the fraction of S in R). Then the
numerical discrepancy of R with respect to S is:
DS (R) = j(R) ? S (R)j
and the maximum numerical discrepancy of S with respect to the family F is:
MaxDF (S ) = max
(D (R))
R2F S
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Discrepancy is a geometric data structures problem of broader interest. The
problems that arise typically require the introduction of new techniques or
extensions of existing ones ([dB], [DM], [DE]). Intuitively it is a good quality
measure for sampling point sets because it provides a direct measurement on
how well a given pattern estimates certain simple integral types. Ideally we
would like to compute the maximum numerical discrepancy for the most general
model, where the set of regions F is the family of convex polygons. While this
problem cannot be done in reasonable complexity, other families provide useful
approximations. Such families include halfspaces, stripes and axis aligned left
anchored rectangles.
1
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Figure 2: The rectangle A maximizes the numerical discrepancy for the point
set shown (the lled points are the ones inside A).
The family of regions that we will consider in the following sections is the set

R of d-dimensional axis-aligned boxes (rectangles) in [0; 1]d. We will concentrate

on the two-dimensional case (Fig. 2). This model, the rectangle discrepancy, is
a good approximation to the real problem of interest, because in two dimensions
it gives a good measure on how well a sample pattern, when applied to the area
of one or more pixels, captures small details in the picture. Results by [Ko]
and [TW] which show that the error in evaluating an integral (under bounded
variation conditions) is proportional to the discrepancy of the sampling point
set, further justify its use.
A lot of work has to be done to produce point sets with low discrepancy
in this model (see [BC]), and in fact almost optimal sequences (Hammersley
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points, [Hal]) are known. Algorithms that compute the exact or approximate
maximum numerical discrepancy of point sets are useful however to compare
point sets, to nd patterns with very low discrepancy and to produce point sets
when other properties (for example a random distribution) are also important.

1.3 Bichromatic discrepancy and -approximations
Many new results in computational geometry have used probabilistic techniques
and algorithms. [HW] gave a very useful abstract framework for their development and analysis, the concept of set systems with bounded ( nite) VCdimension.
A set system is a pair (S; R), where S is a set of points, and R is a set of
subsets (we will call them ranges) of S . For a set Y  S , we call the set system
(Y; fU j (U = R \ Y ) ^ (R 2 R)g) the subspace induced by Y . We say that
Y is shattered by R if, in the subspace induced by Y , every possible subset of
Y is a range (in other words, if jfU j (U = R \ Y ) ^ (R 2 R)gj = 2jY j ). The
Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension, or VC-dimension of the set system (S; R) is
the maximum size of a shattered subset of S ([VC]).
A subset A  S is an -approximation for the set system (S; R) if jjA \
Rj=jAj ? jRj=jS jj  , for all R 2 R. A subset N  S is an -net for (S; R) if
S \ R 6=  for any R 2 R with jRj=jS j > . Remarkably, if (S; R) has nite
VC-dimension, it has -approximations and -nets with sizes independent from
jS j, as the following result shows:
Theorem ([HW]): Let d be xed and let (S; R) be a set system of VC-dimension
d. Then for every  > 0, there exists an 1=-net for (S; R) of size O(() log()).
Set systems with nite VC-dimension occur naturally in geometry and in
learning theory. Let's consider for example the set system we primarily examine
in this paper. The set S is a nite set of two dimensional points (S  [0; 1] ),
and for A  S , A is a range (A 2 R) if and only if there exists an axis aligned
rectangle that contains exactly the points in A. It is easy to see that the VCdimension of (S; R) is at least 4. If we pick a subset Y with 4 points arranged
in a diamond, Y is shattered by R. Suppose Y has 5 or more points. Take the
smallest enclosing axis aligned rectangle and, for each of its edges take exactly
one point that intersects it. This subset has at most 4 points and cannot be in
the subspace induced by Y because any axis aligned rectangle that contains this
set of points contains all points of Y . So the VC-dimension of our set system
cannot be more than 4 (or 2d for d-dimensional points).
Because of their properties, -nets have been used in many geometric algorithms and applications. Their use is also instrumental in the derandomization
of divide and conquer algorithms ([BCM]). The derandomization of random
algorithms is a general problem that allows us a better understanding of the
importance of randomness as a computational resource. It also produces algo2
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rithms with guaranteed worst case performance. The only known way to deterministically and eciently compute -nets is via -approximations ([MWW]).
Recently [MWW] gave a strong connection between the discrepancy of a set
system, and the deterministic construction of -approximations and -nets.
1

A

0

1

Figure 3: The rectangle A maximizes the bichromatic discrepancy for the
point set shown (circles are mapped to +1, and squares are mapped to -1, the
lled points are the ones in the interior).
Let us de ne the bichromatic discrepancy rst. Let (S; R) be a set system
and let  : S ! < be a mapping. For a set R 2 R, let (R) = Px2R (x) be the
bichromatic discrepancy of R. We de ne the maximum bichromatic discrepancy
of  on (S; R) by:
(S; ; R) = max
j(R)j
R2R
Usually  is a mapping to f?1; +1g, and is called a coloring of S (Fig 3). This
is where the name bichromatic comes from.
The discrepancy of (S; R) is:
disc(S; R) =  X !f?
min ; g (S; ; R)
:

1 +1

[MWW] have shown that a set system with discrepancy  has a 2=jS j-approximation
A, with jAj = djS j=2e. Obviously A is also a 2=jS j-net. Furthermore, this approximation A can be constructed from the coloring that has discrepancy  .
Therefore an algorithm that computes the maximum bichromatic discrepancy
of a coloring  also gives an accurate bound on the quality of the resulting
-approximation.
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2 Computing the maximum bichromatic discrepancy
2.1 The problem
In this section we concentrate on the problem of computing the maximum
bichromatic discrepancy:
(S; ; R) = max
j(R)j = max
j
R2R
R2R

X (x)j

x2R

for a given set S , a given weight function  : S ! < and the set R of axis aligned
rectangles. When  is a coloring, this is simply the rectangle that maximizes
the di erence between the number of the red and the blue points it contains.
To simplify the de nition of (S; ; R) (and avoid the absolute value), we
de ne two auxiliary functions:
max (S; ; R) = max
(R)
R2R
and

min(S; ; R) = min
(R)
R2R
In the following, unless we mention otherwise, we drop the R from the notation with the assumption that we are considering the family of axis oriented
rectangles.
Theorem 1: Solving the minimizing disagreement problem for rectangle hy-

potheses for a training sequence T is equivalent to the problem of nding the
rectangle that maximizes  for the associated set of points S and the mapping
 : S ! f?1; +1g which is de ned by the labels in T .
Proof: Suppose we are given a sequence T of labeled examples. Let S be

the set of points we get if we remove the labels from the examples in T . We
use the labels to construct the coloring . An example labeled 1, is mapped
to +1 (a red point), and an example labeled
0 is mapped to -1 (blue point).
The rectangle R that maximizes (R) = Px2R (x) maximizes the red points
inside R minus the blue points inside R, so it minimizes the blue points inside
R minus the red points inside R. But the number of red points inside R is equal
to the total number of red points (a constant) minus the P
red points outside R,
so we have that the rectangle that maximizes (R) = x2R (x) minimizes
the number of of blue points inside R plus the number of red points outside R.
But this is equal to ErrorT (R). The other direction is similar. 2
The bichromatic discrepancy provides an approximation for the numerical
discrepancy model with the use of a suciently ne grid of blue points. It
is the discrete equivalent of the numerical discrepancy, since we measure how
well a point set approximates another. In fact, some upper bound results for
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the numerical discrepancy given in [BC] were obtained via theorems for the
bichromatic discrepancy. So, as we will see in section 3, an algorithm for the
bichromatic discrepancy is a good foundation to solve the numerical discrepancy
case as well.
We begin our investigation with a look at the one-dimensional case, to build
intuition and set ideas.

2.2 The 1-d case
In one dimension, axis oriented rectangles become intervals that have both
endpoints in the unit interval, and the set X is a set of n distinct numbers
between 0 and 1. Our goal here is to develop an algorithm that nds the
interval that maximizes max (S; ).
We consider the static case rst, where both the point set S and the mapping
 are xed and known beforehand. We assume that the point set is sorted. If
not, sorting is a preprocessing step of the algorithm.
First we show that we have only a nite number of intervals to consider.
Lemma 1: max (S; ) is maximized by an interval whose endpoints are in S .
Proof: If an interval has a free endpoint, we can move it until it meets the

closest point inside without changing the discrepancy of the interval. With
the exception of the trivial case of no red points, the interval that maximizes
max (S; ) cannot be empty. 2

>From this lemma we know that there are only O(n ) di erent intervals
to consider. The most naive algorithm would compute the discrepancy for all
of them to nd the maximum bichromatic discrepancy in O(n ) time. Using
an incremental algorithm we can compute all the disrepancies in O(n ) time.
Below we show that, with a splitting strategy, further improvement is possible.
First we show another simple lemma.
2

3

2

Lemma 2: If 0  l  m  r  1 and m 62 S , then ([l; r]) = ([l; m]) +

([m; r]).

Proof: Since m is not
P in [l; r] has toPbe in exactly one of
P a point, each point

[l; m] and [m; r]. So x2 S \ l;r (x) = x2 S \ l;m (x) + x2 S \ m;r (x) and
the lemma follows. 2
The following lemma shows that we can nd the endpoints of the interval
that maximizes  over all intervals that contain m locally in [0; m] (for the left
endpoint) and in [m; 1] (for the right endpoint).
(

[

])

(

[

])

(

[

])

Lemma 3: Let A = [l; r] be an interval, and take a point m 2 A with m 62 S .

Assume that [xi; xj ] maximizes  over all subintervals of A that contain the
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point m. Then [xi; m] maximizes  over all subintervals of A that have m as
their right endpoint.
Suppose that there is an interval [y; m] (with y 2 A) such that
([y; m]) > ([xi; m]). >From the hypothesis we know that ([y; xj ]) 
([xi; xj ]). >From lemma 3 we have ([xi; xj ]) = ([xi; m]) + ([m; xj ]) and
([y; xj ]) = ([y; m]) + ([m; xj ]).
>From the equalities it follows that ([y; m])  ([xi; m]) which is a contradiction.
Similarly we can show that [m; xj ] must maximize  over all subintervals
whose left endpoint is m. 2

Proof:

The next lemma shows that we can nd the interval that maximizes  over
all intervals with a given point m as their right (or left) boundary if we split
[l; r] into two parts, and solve two subproblems.
Assume that we split into interval A = [l; r] into Al = [l; m]
and Ar = [m; r] so that m 62 S . Also assume that [xi ; r] maximizes  over
all subintervals of Ar that have r as their right endpoint, and that [xj ; m]
maximizes  over all subintervals of Al that have m as their right endpoint.
Then either [xi ; r] or [xj ; r] maximizes  over all subintervals of A that have r
as their right endpoint.
Lemma 4:

Proof: Suppose there is a subinterval [y; r] of A such that ([y; r]) > ([xi; r])
and ([y; r]) > ([xj ; r]). Obviously y cannot be in Ar , since in that case
[y; r] would be contained in Ar and ([y; r]) would be at most ([xi; r]). So
it has to be in Al . If we use lemma 3, we get that ([y; m]) > ([xj ; m]), a
contradiction. 2

This suggests that we can compute the maximum discrepancy while we are
building a tree of intervals in a hierarchical fashion. We partition [0; 1] into
intervals, that we call regions. For each region A we compute three maxima.
Amax is the interval that maximizes  over all subintervals of A. By de nition,
[0; 1]max is the maximum we are looking for. Aleft is the interval that maximizes  over all subintervals of A that share A's left endpoint. And Aright is
the interval that maximizes  over all subintervals of A that share A's right
endpoint.
Lemma 5: Assume L and R are adjacent non-overlapping regions that are

merged to form LR. Then LRmax , LRleft and LRright can be computed in
constant time from Rmax , Rleft , Rright , Lmax , Lleft and Lright .
Proof: >From lemma 3 we know that LRmax is either Lmax or Rmax or Lright [

Rleft , so we can compute it in constant time. >From lemma 4 we know that
LRleft is either Lleft or L [ Rleft , and LRright is either Rright or Lright [ R. It
follows that we can perform a merge operation in constant time. 2
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The algorithm to compute [0; 1]max takes log n steps, halving the number of
regions in each one.
Algorithm 1:

1. Partition [0; 1] into dn=2e non-overlapping regions, each properly containing at most 2 points of S , so that the boundaries of the regions are not
points in S . We nd the three maxima for each of these regions.
2. Merge consecutive even and odd regions to produce half the number of
new regions. In each merge operation nd the three new maxima for the
new region.
3. If only [0; 1] is left, output [0; 1]max, otherwise go back to step 2.
Theorem 2: We can compute the maximum bichromatic discrepancy of a sorted

one-dimensional point set S for any given coloring in linear time and space.

Proof: Algorithm 1 computes [0; 1]max in linear time and space. It's correctness

follows from lemmata 3 and 4. The running time of the rst step is (n) since
there are O(n) intervals, each containing a constant number of points of S . Each
merge operation takes O(1) time, and, since we halve the number of intervals
in each iteration, there are a total of (n) merges. In the same way we can
nd [0; 1]max (the interval that minimizes ), and so compute the maximum
bichromatic discrepancy. 2
A corollary of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 is that we can solve the minimizing
disagreement problem for arbitrary interval hypotheses in linear time.

2.3 The dynamic 1-d case
Algorithm 1 can be easily modi ed to be dynamic with respect to insertions
and deletions of points.
We explicitly construct a binary tree by subdividing the intervals, with the
leaves corresponding to intervals that contain a constant number of points of
S . Each node corresponds to a region, and in each node we keep the largest
bichromatic discrepancy recorded in this region and also the other two maxima,
information which requires constant size per node. The total size is thus linear.
To delete a point, we follow the path down to the leaf that contains the
deleted point, and then retrace the path to the root, recording the new values
in each visited note. The previous lemmata show that this can be done in
constant time per node. Insertion is similar.
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If we use a balanced binary tree (for example a red-black tree) each update
costs O(log n) time (where n is the current number of points), plus the time
required to keep the tree balanced. Each tree rotate is a local operation however
and can be performed in constant time, so the total time of each update is
O(log n).
Theorem 3: We can recompute the maximum bichromatic discrepancy of a

colored one-dimensional point set S after an update in O(log n) time and in
linear space.
Proof: From the discussion above. 2

2.4 The 2-d case
In two dimensions the input set S is a set of n points in the unit square [0; 1]
and a mapping  : S ! <. To make the presentation simpler we assume that all
x and y coordinates are distinct. This is not an important restriction however.
The 2-d case builds on the one dimensional algorithm. To solve the problem
we combine a sweeping technique along the y axis with an application of the
dynamic algorithm of x2.3 on the x axis. Let's begin with some simple but
important lemmata.
The following lemma (like Lemma 2) shows that we have to search among
a nite number of rectangles.
2

Lemma 6: There exists a rectangle that maximizes  such that all its edges

pass through a point of S .

Proof: Let Imax = f(xmin; ymin); (xmax; ymin); (xmax; ymax ); (xmin; ymax )g; be
a rectangle that maximizes . Suppose that it has an edge e that does not pass
through a point. We can then freely move e along the axis perpendicular to it
until it meets the closest point inside, without changing the discrepancy of the
rectangle. 2

It follows that there are at most O(n ) candidates to consider in the computation of the maximum discrepancy, and, with a smart data structure ([Me],
[PS]), we can search through this range in O(n log n) time. We use a plane
sweep technique to improve upon it.
Let Ycoord be the set of all y coordinates of points in S . There are O(jYcoord j ) =
O(n ) di erent pairs of values for the y coordinates of Imax . For each such pair
we are going to nd the rectangle that maximizes  among all rectangles with
these y coordinates. The following lemma shows that for a given pair of points
the problem can be reduced to a one-dimensional problem.
4

4

2

2
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Lemma 7: The problem of nding the rectangle that maximizes , among all

the rectangles with given y coordinates, is equivalent to the problem of nding
the interval that maximizes  for a set of one-dimensional points with similar
cardinality.
Proof: Assume that the xed y -coordinates are yb ; yt, with yb < yt (Fig. 4).

Let Im = f(xi; yb ); (xj ; yb); (xj ; yt); (xi; yt)g be the rectangle that maximizes
 for all xi ; xj ; xi < xj . By the de nition, (Imax ) = Px2 S \Imax (x). But
S \ Imax = f(xk ; yk ) j xk 2 [xi ; xj ] and yk 2 [yb ; yt]g. Obviously only the points
with y coordinates between yb and yt have to be considered in the computation
of Im .
Now consider the set S yb ;yt = fxk j (xk ; yk ) 2 S and yk 2 [yb; yt ]g. Let
Amax = [xl ; xr ] be the interval that maximizes  for the set S yb ;yt and the
restriction of the original  to the new set. Then take the rectangle I 0 that
is de ned by Amax and [yb; yt] (that is, I 0 = f(xl ; yb); (xr ; yb); (xr ; yt); (xl; yt)g).
Since Im is maximum, we have that (Im )  (I 0). But from the construction
of S yb ;yt we have that ([xi; xj ]) = (Im ) and (I 0) = (Amax ). Finally we
have that Amax = [xl ; xr ] is a maximum and so ([xi; xj ])  ([xl ; xr ]). It
follows that ([xi; xj ]) = ([xl ; xr ]). 2
(

[

)

]

[

[

]

1

0

1

Figure 4.a: The y -coordinates of the rectangle are xed.

]
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0

1

Figure 4.b: The equivalent one-dimensional problem.
Lemma 7 shows that we can easily compute the maximum rectangle when
the y coordinates are xed by a pair of points. There are a total of O(n ) pairs,
and we can search through all of them using the dynamic linear algorithm of
x2.3.
The following algorithm nds the rectangle that maximizes  for an input
set S  [0; 1] and a coloring .
2

2

Algorithm 2:

1. Compute Ycoord and sort it.
2. For each element yi of Ycoord do:
(a) Find the set Si = fxj j (xj ; yj ) 2 S and yi  yj g and sort it.
(b) While Si is not empty, do:
i. Remove from Si the point xj with the smallest x coordinate, and
insert it into the region.
ii. Use the dynamic linear algorithm to nd the rectangle that maximizes  over all rectangles that have y coordinates between yi
and yj .
iii. If the new value is larger than the largest seen so far, record the
rectangle.
3. Return the best rectangle found.
Theorem 4: We can compute the maximum bichromatic discrepancy of a set

S (jS j = n) with an arbitrary coloring  in O(n log n) time and O(n) space.
2

Proof: The outlined algorithm nds the maximum of . Its correctness follows
from lemmata 6 and 7. The algorithm considers all pairs of points. For each
one it nds the rectangle that maximizes  while it contains the lower point.
In the inner loop of the algorithm we use the dynamic algorithm of x2.3 for the
left and the right region separately.
For the running time, we analyze each step. The rst step takes O(n log n)
time and then the outer loop is executed O(n) times. The rst step of the
outer loop also takes O(n log n) time. The second step takes linear time. The
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inner loop is executed O(n) times. The dynamic linear algorithm takes O(log n)
time for insertions and O(log n) time for queries. In the second step we do one
insertion and two queries, so the second step takes O(log n) time. Finally the
third step takes constant time.
The total time is O(n log n). At each point we have to maintain the data
structure for the dynamic linear algorithm. The used space is therefore linear.
2
2

A corollary of Theorem 1 and Theorem 4 is that we can solve the minimizing
disagreement problem for rectangular hypotheses in O(n log n) time and linear
space.
2

3 Computing the maximum numerical discrepancy
Here we extend the results of section 2 to the numerical discrepancy problem.
Again we consider the low dimension cases separately.

3.1 The static 1-D case
The input is a set S of n distinct points with coordinates 0  x < : : : < xn  1.
The family R is the set of intervals in [0; 1]. Following the de nition of x1.2,
the numerical discrepancy of a given interval is the di erence between its length
and the ratio of the points it contains, over jS j.
The problem is to nd the interval that maximizes the numerical discrepancy.
We give some convenient notation rst.
We de ne the function Count : R ! N , where Count([l; r]) is the number
of points inside the interval [l; r], endpoints inclusive. We will also apply Count
to open intervals, and then Count((l; r)) gives the number of points in the open
interval (l; r). For an interval A, if xi is the point in A that is the closest to
its left border, and if xj is the point in A that is the closest to its right border,
then we have Count(A) = (j ? i + 1). Given this, the numerical discrepancy D
of some interval A = [l; r] can be expressed as
1

D(A) = j(r ? l) ? Count(A)=nj
This de nition of the discrepancy gives a di erent expression depending on
whether (r ? l) or Count(A)=n is greater, and to simplify matters we de ne
the following two functions that operate on intervals. The rst function, Ds,
computes the discrepancy of an interval when the ratio of the points in it is
smaller that the length of the interval. In this case, if the endpoints of the
interval are also in S , it is obvious that the discrepancy increases if we consider
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the equivalent open interval, and so we have:

Ds([l; r]) = (r ? l) ? Count((l; r))=n
The second function, Dl , computes the discrepancy of an interval when the ratio
of the points in the interval is larger than its length. In this case all points,
endpoints included, are counted, so:

Dl([l; r]) = Count([l; r])=n ? (r ? l)
Clearly, the interval that maximizes the discrepancy must also maximize one of
Ds or Dl.
Again it is easy to show that we only have to consider a nite number of
intervals.
Lemma 8: The numerical discrepancy of an one-dimensional point set S can

be maximized only by a interval with endpoints in S [ f0; 1g .

Proof: If a interval has a free endpoint, we can both increase and decrease its

length without changing its intersection with S , and one of the two operations
has to increase the discrepancy. 2

The static one dimensional case is exactly equivalent to the bichromatic discrepancy. We can follow the same approach and develop a linear time algorithm
that computes the maximum numerical discrepancy of an one dimensional point
set.
We only state the main lemmata.
Lemma 9: If 0  l  m  r  1 and m 62 S , then Dl ([l; r]) = Dl ([l; m]) +

Dl ([m; r]).

Proof: Since m is not a point, each point in [l; r] has to be in exactly one of

[m; r] and [l; m]. Then Count([l; r]) = Count([l; m])+ Count([m; r]). Also, (r ?
l) = (m?l)+(r ?m). >From these two equalities we have that: Count([l; r])=n?
(r ? l) = Count([l; m])=n ? (m ? l) + Count([m; r])=n ? (r ? m) ) Dl ([l; r]) =
Dl ([l; m]) + Dl([m; r]). 2
Lemma 10: Let m 2 [l; r]; m 62 S , and assume that [xi ; xj ] maximizes Dl over

all subintervals of [l; r] that contain m. Then [xi; m] maximizes Dl over all such
subintervals that have m as their right endpoint, and [m; xj ] maximizes Dl over
all such subintervals hat have m as their left endpoint.
We only prove the lemma for the [xi; m], the other case is similar.
Suppose that there is such a subinterval [y; m] that Dl ([y; m]) > Dl ([xi; m]).
>From the hypothesis we know that [xi ; xj ] is maximum, therefore Dl ([y; xj ]) 
Dl ([xi; xj ]). >From lemma 9 we have Dl ([xi; xj ]) = Dl([xi; m]) + Dl([m; xj]) and
Proof:
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Dl ([y; xj]) = Dl ([y; m]) + Dl ([m; xj]). >From the last two equalities it follows
that Dl ([y; m])  Dl ([xi; m]) which is a contradiction. 2
Lemma 11: Assume that we split [l; r] into [l; m] and [m; r], (with m 62 S ).

Also assume that [xi ; r] maximizes Dl over all intervals in [m; r] that have r as
their right endpoint, and that [xj ; m] maximizes Dl over all intervals that have
m as their right endpoint. Then either [xi; r] or [xj ; r] maximizes Dl over all
intervals that have r as their right endpoint.
Proof: Suppose there is an interval [y; r] such that Dl ([y; r]) > max(Dl ([xi ; r]); Dl([xj ; r])).
Obviously y cannot be in [m; r], since in that case [y; r] would be contained
in [m; r] and by the assumption that [xi; r] is maximum we have Dl ([y; r]) 
Dl ([xk; r]). So it have to be in [l; m]. But then, if we use lemma 9, we get that
Dl ([y; m]) > Dl ([xj ; m]), a contradiction. 2
Theorem 5: We can compute the maximum numerical discrepancy of a sorted

point set S on a line in linear time and space.

Proof: Algorithm 1, suitably modi ed, nds the interval that maximizes Dl .

Its correctness follows from lemmata 10 and 11. The running time of the rst
step is (n) since there are O(n) intervals of constant size each. Each merge
operation takes O(1) time, and, since we halve the number of intervals in each
iteration, there are a total of (n) merges. Similarly we can maximize Ds , and
compute the maximum numerical discrepancy. 2

3.2 The dynamic 1-D case
The dynamic case is quite more dicult because when we insert or delete a point
the cardinality of S (n) changes. As a consequence, the function Dl changes
and we have to compute new maxima for every region. The following example
shows that the insertion of a new point in a region does change the maximal
points of other regions.
Let S = f0:1; 0:24; 0:4; 0:6; 0:7; 0:8g, and assume we have two regions,
A = [0; 0:5]; and B = [0:5; 1]: We can see that Amax = [0:1; 0:4], with
Dl ([0:1; 0; 4]) = 3=6 ? 0:3 = 0:2 and Dl ([0:1; 0:24]) = 2=6 ? 0:14 = 0:193.
But if we insert a point 0:9 in R , we have: Dl ([0:1; 0:4]) = 3=7 ? 0:3 = 0:129
and Dl ([0:1; 0:24]) = 2=7 ? 0:14 = 0:146 Now Amax is [0:1; 0:24] (Fig. 5).
2
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Figure 5: The insertion of a point can change many maximal points.
An approach based on separate regions is still valuable however. When a
point is inserted (deleted) only one region is directly a ected. For the rest of
the section we will assume that n is the maximum cardinality of S , for the
entire sequence of updates.
First the interval [0; 1] is divided in r regions, each containing O(n=r) points.
We do not allow points of S to become endpoints of regions.
Consider such an interval A = [al ; ar ], and assume that the points that lie
inside A are xmin ; : : :; xmax. Recall (x 2.2) that Amax is the subinterval that
maximizes Dl , Aleft is the subinterval that maximizes Dl and shares A's left
endpoint, and Aright is the subinterval that maximizes Dl and shares A's right
endpoint. In order to compute Amax , Aleft and Aright , we use the techniques of
the following theorem.
Theorem ([DE]): We can insert or delete points from a set S  [0; 1], and
recompute the halfspace discrepancy after each update, in time O(log n) per
update, and O(n log n) space.
2

This theorem gives an algorithm to compute Aleft and Aright . To compute
Aleft we have to nd the point xi that maximizes Dl ([xmin; xi]) = (i ? min +
1)=n ? (xi ? al ) over all points in A. This function is a linear function of (xi ; i).
So we construct the convex hull of the O(n=r) points f(xi; i)jxi 2 Ag. We can
nd the point that maximizes (i ? min + 1)=n ? (xi ? al ) with a binary search
on the convex hull (Fig. 8.c and 8.d). In same way, we nd the point xj that
maximizes (max ? j + 1)=n ? (ar ? xj ), and this point is the left endpoint of
Aright .
The computation of Amax is a little more complicated. The endpoints of
Amax must be points in S , so in fact we want to nd that pair of points that
maximizes the function Dl ([xi; xj ]) = (j ? i + 1)=n ? (xj ? xi ), over all pairs of
points in A.
An alternative way is to view (j ? i + 1)=n ? (xj ? xi ) as a linear function of
the two-dimensional points (l(i; j ); q (i; j )), with l(i; j ) = (xj ? xi ), and q (i; j ) =
(j ? i + 1). In other words, the rst coordinate is the length of the interval
[xi; xj ], and the second coordinate, the di erence of the ranks, is the the number
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of points of S that lie in the same interval. To compute Amax we construct the
convex hull of the O((n=r) ) points f(l(i; j ); q (i; j )) j xj 2 A; xi 2 A; xi < xj g,
and perform a binary search to nd the point that maximizes the function
(j ? i + 1)=n ? (xj ? xi ). The query time is then O(log(n=r)).
So for each region A, we keep two convex hull structures using O((n=r) log(n=r))
space. From these we extract four points of S that de ne Amax , Aleft and Aright .
Let T be the set of such points for all such regions. Of course with each update T changes. The following lemma shows that we can nd the new T in
O(r log(n=r) + (n=r) log (n=r)) time.
2

2

2

2

Lemma 12: The set T can be recomputed in O(r log(n=r) + (n=r)2 log2(n=r))

time after each update.

Proof: With an update only one region is directly a ected. The convex hulls

are maintained using the dynamic algorithm of [OvL]. The update time is
O(log (n=r)). For an insertion of a new point xk of S in the region A, we have
to make a total of O(n=r) insertions to the convex hull structures because for
each xi in A, a new point (jxi ? xk j; ji ? kj) is de ned. In addition to that, the
second coordinate of up to (n=r) convex hull points may change, because the
insertion of a new point changes the rank of up to (n=r) points. The cost for
the structure update is then O((n=r) log (n=r)).
Now we can nd T doing three binary searches for each region with a total
cost of O(r log(n=r) + (n=r) log (n=r)). 2
2

2

2

2

2

2

The following lemma shows that we can nd the interval that maximizes Dl
from T .
I

0

a

c
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d
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1

B

Figure 6: The maximum interval I intersects regions A and B , and contains C .
Lemma 13: An interval in [0; 1] that maximizes Dl must have as endpoints

points of T .

Proof: If this maximum interval I lies in one region, then its endpoints are in

S . So suppose its left and right endpoint are in regions A and B respectively
(Fig. 6).
Let AB = A[C [B be the region that starts at a and stops at b (C = AB nAn
B). Then I = (I \ A) [ C [ (I \ B), and Dl (I ) = Dl (I \ A)+ Dl (C )+ Dl (I \ B).
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Lemma 11 shows that Dl (I \ A) is maximized when (I \ A) = Aright and
similarly, Dl (I \ B ) is maximized when (I \ B ) = Bleft . By the construction of
T , in includes the endpoints of Aright and Bleft and the lemma follows. 2
So we can then use the algorithm for the static case and nd the maximum
in O(jT j) = O(r) time.
We can insert or delete points from a point set S on a line,
and recompute the maximum numerical discrepancy after each update in time
O(n = log n) per update, and space O(n = log n).
Theorem 6:
2 3

2

4 3

Proof : We can compute T in O(r log (n=r)) + O(n2 log2 (n=r) =r2) time (from

lemma 12) after each update. Once the new maxima are found, we can use the
linear time algorithm for sorted inputs, and nd the updated maximum of Dl
for S in an additional O(r) time. The same procedure is applied to Dl . we nd
the maximum numerical discrepancy from the maximum of the two maxima. If
r = n = , the total update cost is O(n = log n).
This cost does not include the time required to split a region if after an
insertion it contains more that 2 n = points, or to combine two consecutive
regions to one if, after an insertion they both contain less than n = points.
Each such operation costs O(n = log n) because it requires complete rebuilt
of the convex hull data structures. So the maintenance of the regions does not
raise the asymptotic complexity of an update.
The space requirement for each region is O((n=r) log(n=r)) = O(n = log n),
so the space used is O(n = log n). 2
2 3

2 3

2

1 3

1 3

2 3

2

2

2 3

4 3

Finally we note that the dynamic algorithm also works when the weight of
each point is not uniformly 1 but is assigned by a weight function of the form
R : S ! < . For this we have to change the index of every point. For the
i-th point, instead of using i as its index, we use the sum of its weight and the
weights of the i ? 1 points on its left.
+

3.3 The 2-D case
In two dimensions the input set S is a set of n points in the unit square [0; 1] .
We assume that the points are distinct and no pair of them has the same y
coordinate. This assumption makes the derivation easier but is not essential for
the proof of correctness and the running time analysis of the algorithm. As in
x3.2, we give some de nitions rst. The function In : R ! N gives the number
of points inside a rectangle, and the function Area : R ! < gives the area
of a rectangle. The numerical discrepancy D of a rectangle R 2 [0; 1] is given
by D(I ) = jArea(R) ? In(R)=nj. The objective is to nd the rectangle that
maximizes D.
2

+

2
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Since the de nition of D is somewhat awkward, we also de ne the following
two functions Di (I ) = Area(R) ? In(R)=n and Do (I ) = In(R)=n ? Area(R).
The maximum of D has to maximize at least one of Do and Di . In this
section we give an algorithm that nds the rectangle in R, that maximizes Do ,
but the same approach can also nd the maximum of Di .
Our approach to the problem is based to the algorithm we developed for
the bichromatic discrepancy. Again it is clear that only O(n ) rectangles have
to be considered, as the following lemma shows.
4

Lemma 14: Let Imax = f(xmin; ymin); (xmax; ymin); (xmax; ymax ); (xmin; ymax )g;

be the rectangle that maximizes Do . Then each edge must either pass through
a point of S .

Proof: Suppose that that is not the case for an edge e. We can then freely move
e along the axis perpendicular to it without changing the number of points that
are inside Imax . One direction of movement increases the area of the rectangle,
and the other decreases it, so a movement on the second direction results in a
rectangle I 0 with Do (I 0) > Do (Imax ). Furthermore, the direction that decreases
the area cannot be blocked even if e lies on the boundary of the unit square. 2

A sweeping technique to search through all O(n ) possible di erent y coordinates for the best rectangle is again the technique of choice. The following
lemma shows that the technique we used in x2.4 follows through.
2

Lemma 15: The problem of nding the rectangle that maximizes Do among all
the rectangles with given y coordinates is equivalent to the problem of nding
the interval that maximizes Dl for a set of one-dimensional points.

Assume that the xed y -coordinates are yb ; yt, with yb < yt . We
want to nd the rectangle I = f(xi; yb); (xj ; yb); (xj ; yt); (xi; yt)g that maximizes
Do for all i; j; (xi < xj ). By the de nition Do(I ) = In(I )=n ? Area(I ), and
Area(I ) ? (xj ? xi)(yt ? yb ). Since (yt ? yb ) = y is a positive constant, we can
equivalently maximize the function
Do0 (I ) = In(I )=(ny) ? (xj ? xi)
We also know that In(I ) = f(xk ; yk ) j xk 2 [xi ; xj ] and yk 2 [yb ; yt]g, which
shows that to nd Im we have to consider only the points with y coordinates
between yb and yt .
Again we take the set S yb ;yt = fxk j (xk ; yk ) 2 S and yk 2 [yb; yt ]g. >From
the construction of S yb ;yt follows that Count([xi ; xj ]) = In(f(xi; yb); (xj ; yb ); (xj ; yt); (xi; yt)g).
Recall that the de nition of Dl is Dl ([xi; xj ]) = Count([xi ; xj ])=jS yb;yt j ?
(xj ? xi ) (x3.1). We can however modify the algorithm we gave in x3.1 to
use the constant ny instead of jS yb ;yt j. The modi ed algorithm maximizes
the function Dl; yb ;yt ([xl ; xr ]) = Count([xl ; xr ])=(ny ) ? (xm ? xk ) . Lets assume that the maximum interval is [xl ; xr ]. From it we get the rectangle

Proof:
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Im = f(xl ; yb); (xr ; yb); (xl; yt); (xl; yt)g , which maximizes Do0 and consequently
Do . 2
Lemma 15 shows that we can easily compute the maximum rectangle when
the y coordinates are xed by a pair of points. However the performance of the
dynamic one dimensional algorithm does not allow for a fast two dimensional
algorithm. The two following lemmata provide an additional idea that leads to
a faster algorithm.
Lemma 16: Assume that for two given points of S , (xb ; yb) and (xt; yt) (with
0  yb < yt  1), the rectangle I maximizes Do over all the rectangles with
these y coordinates. Then for I to maximize Do over all rectangles, it has to
include the point (xb; yb).

>From the initial assumption no two points in S have the same y
coordinate. If (xb; yb) 62 I , then the lower horizontal edge of I does not pass
through a point, and, from lemma 14, I can't maximize Do . 2
Proof:

It follows from lemma 16 that we don't have to nd the best rectangle for
every pair of points. Instead, for each pair, we nd the best rectangle that
contains the lower point of the pair. For a given pair of points, the latter
maximum can be smaller than the former, but the maximum rectangle overall
has to include both points of the pair.
The following lemma shows that this problem is equivalent to a simpler one
dimensional problem.
Suppose that we are given a pair of points that de ne the y
coordinates, and we want to nd the rectangle with these y coordinates that
maximizes Do and passes from the lower point. This problem can be reduced to
the problem of nding the halfspace discrepancy for two sets of one dimensional
points.

Lemma 17:
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Figure 7.a: The y -coordinates of the rectangle are xed.
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Figure 7.b: The two equivalent one-dimensional problems.
Proof: Assume that the given points are (xb; yb) and (xt; yt), with yb < yt .

We want to nd the rectangle Im = f(xi ; yt); (xj ; yt); (xj ; yb); (xi; yb )g with xi 
xb  xj , that maximizes Do (Fig. 7). Following the proof of lemma 15, we take
the set S yb ;yt = fxk j (xk ; yk ) 2 S and yk 2 [yb; yt]g. We also know that we
can equivalently maximize the function Count([xi ; xj ])=(ny ) ? (xj ? xi ), for
all xi  xb  xj .
We divide [0; 1] in three regions, [0; r ]; [r ; r ]; [r ; 1] so that r < xb < r ,
and, for all xi 2 S yb ;yt ; either xi < r or xi > r . In other words, only xb is
in the region [r ; r ]. This partitioning divides S yb ;yt into three disjoint sets,
the points on the left of xb (i.e. (S yb ;yt \ [0; r1])), fxbg, and the points on
the right (i.e. (S yb ;yt \ [r2; 1])). We sort the two sets, and rename the points
according to their rank after the sorting: S yb ;yt ;l = fz ; : : :; zjS yb ;yt \ ;r j g and
S yb;yt ;r = fz ; : : :; zjS yb ;yt \ r ; j g.
Suppose that the maximum interval is [xl ; xr ]. Since it must contain xb , it
can have at most one endpoint in each of [0; r ] and [r ; 1]. >From lemma 14 it
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follows that both xl and xr must be points of S yb ;yt . So xl is either in S yb ;yt ;r ,
or is equal to xb . Assume that the rst is true. If we apply lemma 10, we see
that [r2; xr ] has to maximize the function Count([r ; xj ])=(ny ) ? (xj ? r ), for
all [r ; xj ]; xj 2 (S yb ;yt \ [r2; 1]). Equivalently, it must maximize the function
i=(ny) ? (zi ? r2), for all zi 2 S yb ;yt ;r . This is a linear function of the
two dimensional points f(zi ; i) j zi 2 S yb ;yt ;r g. The maximum of this function
can be computed with the technique of [DE] that we gave in x 3.2. The only
modi cation is that we maximize for a di erent linear function.
This gives us the only two points in S yb ;yt that can form the right endpoint
of the maximum interval. Similarly we can nd the two possible choices for the
left endpoint, and from them we nd the maximum interval in constant time.
2
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The following algorithm nds the rectangle that maximizes Do for the input
set S  [0; 1] . The algorithm uses a modi ed version of the dynamic linear
half-space discrepancy algorithm given in [DE] as a subroutine (Fig. 8).
2

Algorithm 3:

1. Compute Ycoord and sort it.
2. For each element yi of Ycoord do:
(a) Find the set Si = fxj j (xj ; yj ) 2 S and yi  yj g and sort it.
(b) Partition [0; 1] in three regions so that the middle one contains only
xi among all the points of Si.
(c) While Si is not empty, do:
i. Remove from Si the point xj with the smallest x coordinate, and
insert it into the appropriate (left or right) region.
ii. Use the modi ed linear algorithm to nd the rectangle that maximizes Do over all rectangles that have y coordinates between yi
and yj , and include the point (xi ; yi).
iii. If the new value is larger than the largest seen so far, record the
rectangle.
3. Return the best rectangle found.
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a

b

c

d

e

f

Figure 8: The 2-D algorithm.
a:

The input point set.
b-e: Step 2 of the algorithm. In b, a pair of points is chosen, in c the 1-D problem is
shown, in d, the maxima are computed from the convex hulls of the lifted points, in
e, the best rectangles (that include the lower point and have these y coordinates) are
shown.
f : The rectangle that maximizes the numerical discrepancy for this point set.

Theorem 7: We can compute the maximum numerical discrepancy of a point

set S  [0; 1] with n points in O(n log n) time and O(n log n) space.
2

2

2

Proof: The correctness of the algorithm follows from lemmata 15, 16 and 17.
The algorithm considers all pairs of points. For each one it nds the rectangle
that maximizes Do while it contains the lower point. In the inner loop of the
algorithm we use the modi ed dynamic algorithm of [DE] for the left and the
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right region separately. We nd the maximum of Di in a similar way, and from
there the discrepancy maximum.
For the running time, we analyze each step. The rst step takes O(n log n)
time and then the outer loop is executed O(n) times. The rst step of the
outer loop also takes O(n log n) time. The second step takes linear time. The
inner loop is executed O(jSij) = O(n) times. We are only doing insertions to
the convex hull, and we can maintain the convex hulls at a cost of O(log n)
time per insertion [OvL]. Consequently, the dynamic linear algorithm takes
O(log n) time for insertions and O(log n) time for queries. In the second step
we do one insertion and two queries, so the second step takes O(log n) time.
Finally the third step takes constant time.
The total time is O(n log n). At each point we have to maintain the data
structure for two dynamic convex hulls and two sorted arrays of linear size. The
used space is therefore O(n log n). 2
2

2

2

2

2

2

So far we implicitly assumed that each point has weight 1, Algorithm 3
can also be used for points with arbitrary non-negative weights. Since all discrepancy computations are being done in the subroutine that calls the onedimensional algorithm, only this part has to be modi ed.

4 Extensions
In this chapter we give an approximate 2-D algorithm for computing the maximum bichromatic discrepancy and the maximum numerical discrepancy for
axis oriented rectangles. We also examine di erent sets of geometric regions, in
particular halfspaces and unions of disjoint rectangles.

4.1 An approximation algorithm
It is in many cases desirable (especially when the input sets are very large) to
trade o some of the quality of the solutions to reduce the computation time.
As we have already seen in the introduction, it is sucient to nd hypotheses
with almost optimal empirical error. Approximate algorithms are also useful
from the point of view of applied machine learning.
In this section we develop algorithms that nd an approximate solutions to
the two-dimensional problem. The basic idea is to divide the unit square in a
number of rectangles, replace the points in each rectangle with a single point of
the appropriate weight, and use the algorithms of sections 2 and 3 to compute
the maximum discrepancy of the new, smaller point set S and the new weight
function w : S ! <.
Let's consider rst the bichromatic discrepancy. For a given S ,  and
approximation factor 1=r, the rst step is the partitioning of the unit square in
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O(r ) regions (clearly r has to be o(pn) for something meaningful to happen).
We partition the unit square recursively, by dividing each existing rectangle
with more than O(n=r ) points into two rectangles so that each contains at
least 1/3 of the points. We divide along the x and the y axis alternatively. If
we cannot do that for some rectangle, then at least 1/3 of the points of this
rectangle have to have the same x or the same y coordinate. In this case we
create a 0-width rectangle, and we subdivide it along its length so that each
resulting 0-width rectangle has (n=r ) rectangles.
2

2

2

Lemma 18: This process is completed in O(n log n), and in the end we have

(r ) rectangles, each having (n=r ) points.
2

2

Proof: The running time comes from the fact that rst we have to sort the
points by x and y coordinates. Since each split reduces the number of each
rectangle by a constant, in O(log r) iterations each rectangle has O(n=r ) points.
Finally, since we stop subdividing a rectangle when it has (n=r ) points, we
end up with (r ) rectangles. 2
2

2

2

The next step, after the partition of the unit square, is the reduction of the
size of the input set from n to O(r ). For P
each rectangle R, we compute the
weight of the points that lie in it w(R) = x2 S \R (x), and replace all the
points with a point on the lower left corner of the rectangle that has weight
w(R). If a point of S lies on a boundary between two rectangles, we assign
one rectangle, ensuring that the sum of all the weights is equal to
Pit to only

(
x
).
This step also takes O(n log r) time.
x2S
2

(

)

Lemma 19: After the partition of the unit square into rectangles that contain

(n=r ) points, a line segment parallel to one of the axes can intersect (r)
rectangles.
2

Proof: Assume the line is horizontal, the vertical case is symmetrical. From the

construction of the partition, the number of non 0-width rectangles that interset
a xed horizontal line doubles every second iteration, so that line intersects
(2 r ) = (r) of the initial rectangles. For each one, it might intersect
at most one vertical 0-width rectangle. A horizontal line segment can contain
many horizontal 0-width rectangles, but can intersect at most two, one with
each endpoint. 2
log

Theorem 8: Given a point set S , and a coloring , we can compute in O(n log n +

r log r) time an approximation of the maximumbichromatic discrepancy within
O(n=r) of the optimal.
4

Proof: We apply Algorithm 2, suitably modi ed to work with the arbitrary

weights, to the set Sr . Let's assume that the rectangle Im maximized  for
S and . From the construction of Sr , each edge of Im can intersect at most
(r) rectangles. Let Sr \ Im be the set of points in Sr that are inside Im ,
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and take I 0 to bePthe minimum rectangle
P that contains all of them. The difference between x2 S \Im (x) and x2 Sr \I w(x) is at most the weight of
the rectangles intersected by Im . There are (r) of them, and each has weight
(n=r ), so Sr ;w (I 0) di ers at most (n=r) from S; (Im ). Similarly, if the
rectangle Im0 maximizes the discrepancy for Sr and w, there exists a rectangle I with S;(I ) that di ers at most (n=r) from Sr ;w (Im0 ). Therefore,
j(S; ) ? (Sr ; w)j = O(n=r). 2
(

)

0)

(

2

When we consider the numerical discrepancy, we realize that we have to
add another step in the construction of the set Sr to account for the area of
the rectangles. After we do the subdivision, we have O(r ) rectangles, and the
weight of each is at most O(n=r ). If the area of any of these rectangles is larger
than 4r? , we divide it in half along its shortest edge, and continue to do so
until the area of all rectangles is at most 4r? .
The whole operation is performed in O(n log n) time, and, as the following
lemma shows, we end up with O(r ) rectangles.
2

2

2

2

2

Lemma 20: After this process, the number of the rectangles that partition the

unit square is (r ).
2

Proof: The number of the initial rectangles is (r2). Every rectangle that is

produced by the breaking up of a large initial one has an area of at least r? ,
and therefore there are at most r additional rectangles produced. 2
2

2

Lemma 21: The discrepancy of each one of these rectangles is O(r?2).
Proof: The discrepancy of any such rectangle R is jArea(R) ? In(R)=nj. But

we have that 0  Area(R)  2r? for every rectangle. We also have that
0  In(R)  n=r ) 0  In(R)=n  r? . It follows that jArea(R) ?
In(R)=nj  2r? . 2
2

2

2

2

After the subdivision, we can reduce the size of the input set from n to
O(r ). For each rectangle R, we nd the number of points In(R) that lie inside
it, and replace them with a point on the lower left corner of the rectangle that
has weight In(R) (Fig. 9). Again we have to make sure to count each point
only once, so that the sum of all the weights is n. This step takes O(n log r)
time.
The nal step is the application of the two-dimensional algorithm on the new
point set. As we noted in the previous sections, the algorithm can be modi ed
to run for weighted points without a ecting its asymptotic performance, so this
step takes O(r log r) time.
2

4

2

Lemma 22: After the partition of the unit square into rectangles with area

O(r? ) and containing (n=r ) points, a line parallel to one of the axis can
intersect (r) rectangles.
2

2
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Proof: Assume the line is horizontal, the vertical case is symmetrical. From

the construction of the partition, the number of rectangles that interset a xed
horizontal line doubles every second iteration, so that line intersects (2 r ) =
(r) of the initial rectangles. Some of these are replaced by a number of smaller
rectangles, which are now intersected by the horizontal line. There are two kinds
of these rectangles, depending on when their intersected edges were created.
There are these that their two intersected edges belong to the same initial
rectangle. They cannot be more than (r), because each one takes the place
of one initial rectangle.
And there are these that at least one of their two intersected edges was
created during the partitioning of large initial rectangles. But such edges divide
the
p largest dimension of the old rectangle, so each
p of these rectangles is at least
2=2r wide, and there cannot be more than 2 r of them that intersect the
horizontal line.
p
The total number of intersected rectangles is then between r and (1+ 2) r.
2
log

1

0

1

Figure 9: A sample input set (square points), the subdivision of the unit
square into rectangles with bounded numerical discrepancy (here r = 2), and
the input to the approximation algorithm (round points, the darker points
have higher weight).
Theorem 9: Given a point set S  [0; 1]2, we can compute in O(n log n +

r log r) time an approximation ofp the maximum numerical discrepancy within
O(1=r) of the optimal (for r = o( n)).
4

2
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Proof: >From the discussion above and the proof of Theorem 8. 2

We note here that both of these algorithms can be easily modi ed to work for
point sets with arbitrary weights (for the bichromatic discrepancy) or arbitrary
positive weights (for the numerical discrepancy).

4.2 Higher Dimensions
Both Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 can be easily extended to handle d dimensions. The running times are O(n d? log n) for the bichromatic discrepancy
and O(n d? log n) for the numerical discrepancy) and the space requirement
is linear.
The main idea of the extension is to project the d dimensional points to
2 dimensions. Clearly the box with the maximum (numerical or bichromatic)
discrepancy must have a point on each hyperplane of its boundary. So the algorithm examines every possible pair of points as a pair of boundaries in every
one of the rst d ? 2 dimensions. For each of the O(n d? ) combinations of
boundaries, it projects all points that are inside the boundaries to the remaining 2 dimensions, and applies the two-dimensional algorithm to the set of the
projections.
2

2

2

2

2

2(

2)

4.3 Union of two rectangles
Here we consider a natural extension to the set of axis-aligned rectangles, the
set of unions of two disjoint axis aligned-rectangles R .
2

Theorem 10: We can compute the range in R2 that maximizes the bichro-

matic discrepancy of a given point set S with an arbitrary given coloring  in
O(n log n) time. We can also compute the range in R that maximizes the
numerical discrepancy of a given point set S in O(n log n) time.
2

2

2
2

Proof: Let us consider the case for the bichromatic discrepancy rst, the other
case is similar. The two rectangles of the optimum range are axis-aligned and
disjoint, therefore they are separated by either a horizontal or a vertical line.
Consider the case of the horizontal line. There are n possible cases for such a
line, the y coordinates of the input points. For each such line we compute the
optimum rectangle above it and the optimum rectangle below it. We can nd
the best rectangle for all n lines with one run of Algorithm 2. Each time we nd
a new optimum rectangle we record it in the line that passes right through the
top of the rectangle. After we have found the optimum rectangle that touches
each line, we can nd in linear time the optimum rectangle that touches or lies
below the line. Similarly we nd the optimum rectangle that lies above each
line. Then we form the n pairs and nd the optimum one. The case for vertical
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lines is the same, but we have to modify the algorithm to perform a horizontal
sweep. 2

4.4 Halfspaces
[DE] looked at the problem of computing the maximum numerical discrepancy
for the set of halfspaces. They gave an algorithm that nds the hyperplane
that maximizes the numerical discrepancy of a point set S 2 [0; 1]d (jS j = n) in
O(nd) time. We note here that this algorithm can be easily modi ed to solve
the corresponding minimizing disagreement problem for hyperplane hypotheses
in the same time bound.

a

b

Figure 10: Sampling sets with small maximum numerical discrepancy. The
rectangles shown maximize the numerical discrepancy.
a:

Euclidian area. b: Weighted area (x4.5).

4.5 Weighted area functions
Algorithm 3 can be used to nd sampling patterns that approximate di erent
measures rather than the Euclidean area. Such point sets can be useful in many
cases. For example, we may know that some parts of an image have more details
and so we can sample these parts at a higher rate. Also, point sets with more
weight in the middle can be used for low pass ltering. In a particular case
that we examined
(Fig. 10.b), the area of a rectangle was given by the function
R
WArea(A) = A sinc(x ? 0:5)sinc(y ? 0:5)dxdy.
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5 Conclusions and Problems
In this paper we examine two closely related algorithmic problems that arise in
di erent areas of computer science.
The algorithms we present for computing the maximum discrepancy have
direct applications in machine learning and computer graphics, and their near
quadratic running time allows them to be useful with the large data sets common in many real-life problems. We also implemented a simple version of the
two-dimensional algorithm to compute the maximum numerical discrepancy,
and used it to nd sampling patterns with very low rectangle numerical discrepancy for ray tracing (Fig. 8, Fig. 10.a). We use a probabilistic procedure
that starts with a good pattern of low maximum discrepancy (e.g. Zaremba
points) and randomly picks and replaces points so that the maximum numerical
discrepancy decreases. This implementation provided the basis for visualization
of the way the algorithm works ([DG]). For this purpose we used GASP ([DT]),
a system for scienti c visualization. Figures 8 and 10 are produced from our
visualization.
Finally we present a number of interesting open questions related to discrepancy.
1. What is the lower bound for an algorithm that computes the maximum
bichromatic or numerical discrepancy for axis aligned rectangles in the ddimensional case (for d > 1)? We conjecture that (n ) is a lower bound
for both problems in the 2-D case.
2. A related problem is that of nding a fast dynamic algorithm for the ddimensional case (d > 1). There is none known so far that asymptotically
improves on the simple approach that just uses the static algorithm after
each update.
3. Extend these algorithms to arbitrarily oriented boxes and di erent families of regions. One problem here is that the search space we have to
explore increases with the complexity of the regions. For example there
are O(n ) possible solutions when we consider rectangles with arbitrary
orientation. A fuller treatment on this subject will appear in [Gu].
4. There is also the problem of nding better approximation algorithms for
both the static and the dynamic cases.
5. Finally, there are problems in di erent areas that can be recast as variants
of discrepancy problems. For example, the algorithm that orients polygonal parts [Go] has to solve the following problem. Given a set of linear
points in the unit interval, and a number k, nd the smallest interval
that includes k points. This is a disguised discrepancy problem, because
a di erent way to state it is, nd the intervals of minimum discrepancy
that contain a given number of points. Advanced algorithms and related
2

5
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data structures developed in discrepancy theory could o er solutions for
this and similar problems.
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